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THE INNOVATION REPORT

INVESTIGATION INTEGRATION 

WITH TC OVERSIGHT CONTROLS



In this month’s Innovation Report, we explore how one client used

TCOC to speed up the investigation process for an instance of

insider trading activity. This client suffered from having too many

systems and a tedious, drawn-out data retrieval process when it

came to satisfying the regulators. Technically Creative came

through with a solution to address the client’s many different

systems and lengthy processes, focusing on generating a single

export ready for distribution instead of having to go through

multiple systems and departments manually. 

In this scenario, Technically Creative’s client is a financial firm

crossing multiple industries, from investment banking, depositor

banking, research firm, and wealth management. 

FEATURED CLIENT

TARGET
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Regulators requested a specific user’s

records, which included e-mail, trade,

research access, messaging, and PTA due to

the belief that he or she committed insider

trading with a personal account tied to the

user. Because the data was in multiple

different archives and managed by different

portions of the organization, the process

required several requests and approval

processes to get moving.
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BACKGROUND
C L I E N T  N E E D

C L I E N T  L I M I T A T I O N S With the many different systems, approval

processes, and storage locations spread

across several divisions in the firm, the

process to retrieve the data was taking too

long to keep the auditors happy. To retrieve

any data, they had to fill out a form, get it

approved by multiple divisions, communicate

from the legal team to IT, then to

compliance, and then to InfoSec before

being able to retrieve anything. When data

was finally retrieved, it would be

disorganized and in various locations in

different formats. Data was then required to

be moved, reorganized, and in some cases

reformatted.
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According to SEA Rule 17a-4, requested data

must be provided within 3 days of a request

to be considered easily accessible. TC’s

client had to considerably shorten their

response time for collecting data for the

regulators. Data must also be gathered in

one location, organized, and shipped to the

auditor to satisfy those inquiries. According

to legal limitations, if a firm doesn’t respond

within a certain number of days with the

requested data, they can get fined

additionally for being out of compliance. 

The regulators had received a red flag based

off the user’s personal trade activity with an

out of the ordinary purchase/move and

raised an inquiry around the activity.

Unhappy with the initial responses, they

contacted the firm and requested more

extensive data. With this complex of a

request, the client had too many

independent systems (archive, surveillance

platform, security platform, etc.) to search all

at once. To top it all off, they were given a

short amount of time to produce this data –

impossible to meet with their current

processes.
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B U S I N E S S
R E Q U I R E M E N T S

B U S I N E S S  D E T A I L S
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Technically Creative’s solution was to build out a new

process using TC Oversight Controls (TCOC). TCOC is an

advanced flow framework that can connect to all required

systems to implement the extract, provide an approval

process with full chain of custody, and make the process

complete in a much shorter time. It provided a way for the

client’s legal team to have options to search the extracted

data before sending to the regulator.

With TCOC, the client’s process now creates a single export

containing the reports and requested data that the legal team can

give to the regulators, not to mention in one-tenth the time with no

overhead to the respective teams managing the various archives.

The report is presented as a zipped package containing all

requested information. This speeds up the overall process, allowing

the client to have data ready for the regulators well within the time

limit required by SEA Rule 17a-4. 

THE TECHNICALLY CREATIVE
SOLUTION
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The ability to quickly gather and supply data to the regulators in

a timely fashion.

Data retrieval with a quicker turnaround time.

By not needing individuals to physically collect the required

exports, this cuts down on time and resource utilization,

resulting in less people that must run individual tasks. 

Complete zipped package prepared and ready to send to the

regulators. 

Simplified and streamlined processes. 

Avoided fines from regulators. 

With investigation integration using TCOC, our client experienced: 

BENEFITS & RESULTS
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PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
The complete list of products and services used in this

Innovation Report includes TC Oversight Controls (TCOC) and

TC's expert services to deliver success through integrated

investigation processes.

Leading from the front line of change and growth,  TCOC is a

set of fast and flexible micro services that compliment your

surveillance process and work with your existing business

functions and systems.  As an integrated approach to

surveillance, TCOC aims to reduce risks, costs, duplication of

effort, and provide for greater efficiency. 

Technically Creative, Inc. is simplifying technology solutions for

compliance, bringing to the table a vast and unique collection

of knowledge and skills. We're known for our product innovation,

as well as our  industry, regulatory, data, and systems

knowledge. 

Technically Creative, Inc.

845.725.7883

GetInfo@TechnicallyCreative.com

www.TechnicallyCreative.com
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For more information about Technically Creative's

professional services, visit our website or contact us at:


